
Reports 
 

 
Our office has been committed to resolving discrepancies in compensation reports since late 2017.  We 
have finally reached the point where the commission holds across the group have dropped below $1000 
in total.  Since we started tackling these issues  we have resolved over $250,000 in commission holds, 
adjustment errors, missed billing, lost comp, etc.  We are going to pass the torch back to each individual 
office now that issues appear to have leveled out.   
 
Within Advantage there is a Reports tab.  Under Compensation reports you are able to view:  

Commission/Fee Statements –select a date range as far back as your transition date to see all 
historical statements.  For commission statements that display Trail Client instead of individual names 
you can note the transaction number and then pull the 

Trail Commissions-by searching by the transaction number it will take you directly to the line item(s).  
There are rare instances where it shows trail client on this report as well, but in most cases it will list the 
client or clients that were part of that specific trail posting. 

Commission/Fee On Hold-you will note an option to Exclude $0.00 transactions.  It is best practice to 
not check that box periodically to identify any accounts that a fund family shows you as broker of record 
on the account but there is no corresponding new account form within the system.  Though there is no 
actual comp on hold currently, it will help you identify paperwork that needs to be sent out for client 
signature so that there are no glitches should they add funds to their existing account in the future. The 
main cause for holds is lack of paperwork but reasons can also include licensing issues, or compensation 
being directed to the wrong bundle.  You can also identify items that are on hold by pulling 

Commission Transactions>Comm Received Not Paid and reviewing the Hold column; or 
Advisory Fee by Rep>Pending and reviewing the Hold column. 

Please note: the Advisory Fee by Rep report will show your Managed Op/Advisor Solution fees when 
they are charged to the client account at the beginning of the month, but won’t post to your SAA 
statement until the end of the month. 

Commission/Fee Adjustments-again you can change the start date back to transition date if you 
would like, or do a quarterly/semi-annual review.  Items on this report would have been on the last 
section of your comp reports.  When I see an adjustment that I thought I saw previously when reviewing 
Commission Statements, I will run the adjustment report and sort by adjustment type.  In instances 
where the same adjustment has been made on consecutive statements this will enable you to reference 
the unique transaction numbers for the duplicated charge so that we can submit requests for correction. 
 
If you have staff that you would like to review reports on your behalf you will have to grant them access. 
If you want to be able to run reports for multiple reps within your office you can create a group so you 
don’t have to review each one individually.  Our office will be happy to walk you through either of these 
set-ups.   
If you have holds or anything out of the ordinary on your compensation statements feel free to reach 
out to our office for guidance or assistance with resolution. 
 


